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Real Estate Report
How’s the Market?
Significant shift in the Absorption Rate and Prices going up!
Prices Up Across the Board!
Florida has seen a 9.7% year over year increase which is only behind Nevada and Colorado ,
the third highest appreciation in the country! Figure 15.1 shows the year over year price
changes for single family home sales by state. All states have a positive price change and an
overall appreciation rate of about 6% as an average. Very healthy
sustainable numbers overall. Frankly, many of the states with the largest price changes,
including Florida, are still behind the peak experienced in October 2006. Florida still has
plenty of room to complete the recovery.
Figure 15.1
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Dramatic Absorption Rate Shift
The absorption rate for single family homes in Martin County has changed by over 30% in
one year. In review of figure 15.2(pg. 2), we are currently at a 4.5 months supply of homes on
the market on average. Four years ago our rate was over 12 months. A healthy absorption
rate is 6 to 7 months – this rate is indicated on the graph with a red line. This is the level
where supply and demand are in approximate equilibrium. Look at what happened in the
first seven months of this year in our market, the rate moved from 6.3 to 4.5! The
absorption rate is generally a predictor of future trends. When the absorption rate is very
high (as in 2011 at over 12 months) a future drop in values is indicated. As the rate drops
below 7, a trend towards appreciation is expected. Furthermore, at the current rate of 4.5
months we are experiencing appreciation. Why has this rate changed so dramatically? See
figure 15.3 on page 2.
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PRICES UP
“Frankly, many of the
states with bigger
price changes,
including Florida, are
still way behind the
peak experienced in
October 2006. Florida
still has plenty of
room to complete the
recovery. “
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Figure 15.2
Local Inventory Declines
Our inventory of available homes (figure 15.3) had been rather constant until April of 2015
with approximately 1,300 homes available at any point. We had three years of stability
between 2012 and 2015! Starting in May of 2015 we saw a decline in homes on the market
– year over year – of 20% plus. This decline in inventory has remained constant over the
last quarter. The amount of homes available is one of the two factors comprising the
absorption rate. Why has inventory declined? A couple of reasons. First, fewer distressed
homes are entering the market for sale. As prices have gradually increased there are fewer
homes “under water” so less homes are coming to the market as short sales or
foreclosures. They have been trickling on the market for the last several years due to our
legal process rather than the flood of inventory we might have experienced years ago.
Second, closed sales in terms of units are up about 20% year over year. This is the second
component of the absorption rate. In summary, inventory levels are down and sales are up,
a recipe for appreciation in our market.

“A healthy
absorption rate is 6
to 7 months – this
rate is indicated on
the graph with a red
line. This is the level
where supply and
demand are in
approximate
equilibrium. The
absorption rate is
generally a predictor
of future trends. “

LOCAL
INVENTORY
“Starting in May we
saw a decline in
homes on the market
– year over year – of
20% plus.
…closed sales in
terms of units are up
about 20% year over
year.”
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Nationally Inventory is Also Down
Figure 15.4 shows that in July inventory nationwide was 4.7% less than a year earlier.
Given that inventory had been fluctuating right around break even for the first six months,
this is a significant shift. This is mainly due to stable interest rates. Predictions of rate
increases in the near term are bringing buyers into the market so sales are up across the
country year over year. The other factor in declined inventory is rental rates.

NATIONAL
INVENTORY
“...many
homeowners could
not enter the
mortgage market
due to poor credit
but still needed a
place to live.
As these renters are
gradually absorbed
back into the ranks
of homeowners, the
rental market will
again return to
normalcy. “

Figure 15.4

Residential Rental Rates at All-Time High
Figure 15.5 shows what has
happened with average
residential rental rates over
the last 25 years. The median
rental rate has gone from
$340 per month to almost
$800. In particular, notice the
spike since 2012, approx. a
15% increase as many
homeowners could not enter
the mortgage market due to
poor credit but still needed a
place to live. As these renters
are gradually absorbed back
into the ranks of homeowners,
the rental market will return
to normalcy.
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RENTALS
“...over the last 25
years. The Median
rental rate has gone
from $340 per month
to almost $800. In
particular, notice the
spike since 2012 as
many homeowners
could not enter the
mortgage market
due to poor credit .”

Figure 15.5
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Advice for Sellers: Single digit appreciation is still anticipated as we finish 2015 – at the
high end of the range! The recent wild change in absorption rates bodes well for the future
going into 2016. Frankly, this is not only on the Treasure Coast but generally across the
country. If you are considering relocating nationally, prices are trending up across the
country. Obviously, if relocating locally, the market changes will be somewhat consistent.
Why somewhat? Where is the science? Some price ranges and geographic areas are much
more heated than others. Prices do not change evenly across all price points in markets.
Your Premier Professional is specifically trained to help with the analytics and anticipations
at the various price points. Knowing what the value of your home is today is fine, but that is
just based on past sales - which are history! How about going forward? Having a feel for
where the market is going and why, that is the key! When the market is rapidly changing,
knowing where to position a property to the market is paramount.
Advice for Buyers: The bottom is over but relative values are still available. Interest rates
remain low with the rumor mill continuing to forecast increases. Every 1% change in rates
equates to a 10% change in borrowing power so rates are important. Further, inventory is
declining. We still have a very adequate inventory as compared to many sections of the
country. Bidding wars still occur but are infrequent on the Treasure Coast. Buyers from the
western states come here and are shocked at our great home selection. It is best to limit
contingencies to get the best price. A clean contract with a strong deposit sends the right
message to the seller. Getting prequalified from a reputable local lender like Seacoast Bank
is a plus. Knowing the right value as you begin negotiations is paramount. Some properties
are priced at market and one must go in at full price or lose the home. Other properties are
25% over the market where negotiations are warranted or you risk
over-paying. The Professionals at Premier Realty Group are well trained to understand the
market and trends and thus able to offer you the best advice, service, and will walk you
through the process step by step.

Closing Statement: This Martin County Real Estate Report is a serious undertaking,
communicating key local market information to over 25,000 subscribers. The amount of
research and analysis that goes into the preparation is astounding. The reward comes in the
stories I hear from our team of professionals, that describe how the information in this
newsletter has helped their customers make difficult decisions. I am honored to work with
the best team of real estate professionals that care so deeply about you AND have the
acumen to interpret and accomplish your real estate objectives. It is an amazing team.
I encourage you to get in touch with your Premier Realty Group Professional for any
additional real estate information. If you are thinking of a purchase, our team employs a
thorough buyer process to make things as smooth and stress-free as possible. Either way,
time spent on the front end with your Premier Professional will not only save you time and
money but provide the reassurance you are making a decision based on the best available
information in a rapidly changing environment. To discuss how this information affects your
property or investment goals, contact your Premier Realty Group Professional.
Visit www.PremierRealtyGroup.com or call 772-287-1777
2 North Sewall’s Road
Sewall’s Point, FL 34996
Office: 772-287-1777

SELLERS
“Prices do not
change evenly across
all price points in
markets. Your
Premier Professional
is specifically trained
to help with the
analytics and
anticipations at the
various price points.”

BUYERS
“...inventory is
declining…. The
Professionals at
Premier Realty Group
are well trained to
understand the
market and trends
and thus able to offer
you the best advice. “

CLOSING
“I encourage you to
get in touch with your
Premier Realty Group
Professional for any
additional real estate
information. If you
are thinking of a
purchase, our team
employs a thorough
process to make
things as smooth and
stress-free as
possible. “
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